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(New Scheme)

Answer all gueslions'

Assurne suitoble doto that are not gluen'

t

(a) Prove bY induction on n that

g . n(n+1)
LL=--'
l=0

O) State pumplng lemma for regular languages'

(c) Explain Chomsky hierarchy of languages'

(d) Prove that context-free languages are closed under

closures.

(e) Expiain the post correspondence problem'

(0 Give the relations among complexity measures'

(g) Explain the terms validity and satisfiability'

(h) Write the symbols of predicate calculus'

l

II (a) (i) Constructregularexpressionscorrespondingtothestatediagramgivenbelow:

,,J

(ii) State the MYhill-Nerode
inequivalent states'

theorem and write the

Or

Construct minimal dfa for the regular expression'

(abl ba) (ot b)

(b) (i)



C:)2
(ii) construct a finite automation that accepts the language generated by the gram

S-iaA
A+abB/b
B + aA./a.

(i) construct PDA for the Langua ge L =it e {o' b}. I t' (r) > n6 (r)}

(ii)Usepumpinglemmatoshowthatthelanguagegivenbelowis
L = to" b2n an i ">o)

Or

(b) (i) Design Turning machine to implement the language {o" b" c" I n > 1}

(8r

(ii) Convert the grammar.

S+SAbla
+ aaA lSa in to GNF form'

,v. (a) (i) Show that there is no algorithm for deciding if any two Turning machines

accePt the same language'

(ii) Explain the unsolvable Tiling problem'

Explain tt 
" 

irrteg", programmi;, "t|rn"w 
how it is a NP-complete problem'

(15

(i) Construct truth-table for the formula given below :

-(-Av-(-Bv-A))

(ii) Convert to conjunctive normal form

(Av(-Bn(Cv(-D^E))))

(b) (i) Convert to'clause form

''l (V:3y P,.v + (Vy 3z'1 Q*, n vy 1 Vz Rr"))

(ii) Find all resolvept of

lP, f &)z rP,,, l,{''l P',,,'l P,o }
(:
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